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Armed with the latest understanding that greenery benefits our mental 
health, GreenTurf aims to bring nature as close to urban dwellers as 
possible. The United Nation projects that up to 68 percent of the world 
will live in cities by the year 2050. Urbanization further removes us 

from nature and its calming effects. 

So exactly what is it about nature that calms us? If you’re familiar with 
the concept of Biophilia, you’ll know that human beings have an innate 
affinity for nature. The sight, sound, touch and smell of nature has a way of 
grounding people. This results in tangible health benefits like lower blood 

pressure, heart rate and stress hormones.

While it may be impractical to bring the entire forest into our living spaces, 
we’ve definitely pushed the boundaries imposed by urbanization to create 
artificial vertical gardens and turf to bring the feeling and benefits of 

nature close to you. 

With you in mind, we developed our products to be safe for building use and 
comply with relevant regulations. We go beyond the visual aspects and build 
them to stand the test of time. We even go to the extent of including  
scents in our products to help you relax. We add insulation to our 
products to make them absorb noise and bring peace to you. All the while 

considering our carbon footprint while doing so.

With our Artificial Vertical Gardens and Artificial Turf, we aim to make 
greenery accessible to anyone, anywhere.
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GREEN THERAPY
See it, Touch it, Smell it.
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At first glance, creating artificial green walls inspired by nature seems 
contradictory. But then again, take a closer look at today’s urban reality. 
Chronic lack of time, constrained living spaces, congested roads and 
suffocating offices define our lives. So what if you could see nature, 
touch nature and smell nature in the comfort of your own home or 
office? Wouldn’t that proximity to nature shift your perspective and 

improve your productivity and happiness?

Medical research certainly thinks it can. Based on medical research, 
we now know that having greenery in our lives, even if it’s artificial, 
makes people happier. And artificial vertical gardens, with its 
evergreen and maintenance-free properties, help to inject that 

dose of positivity into our lives.

On top of adding a visual element of happiness, we’ve also created 
vertical gardens infused with the smell of nature, literally. You know 
the smell of the air after rain falls on dry soil? That scent is called 
Petrichor and it smells like it does because of an organic compound 
called Geosmin, that’s released into the air when rain falls onto the soil.

These natural essential oils have antibacterial properties and are 
effective in cleaning the air and improving indoor air quality.

Working with industry experts, we captured the essence of Petrichor 
and Geosmin in essential oils to create artificial vertical gardens 

that look, feel and smell just like the real thing.

GreenTurf Green Therapy.
See it, touch it, feel it and experience the benefits.
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Underhanging foliage creates an immersive 
and positive experience for visitors.
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OUR INSPIRATION

English Pride (OD001)

Resilience (OD005)
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Evergreen (OD014)

Eternal Summer(OD034) Woodland Dreams (OD039)

Whispery Willow (OD019)

Surprise (ID005)
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Checkmate (OD015)

Spectrum (OD030)

Minimalist (OD043)



OUR INSPIRATION
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Colour Burst (OD033)

Moss Glory (ID016)
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Simply Moss (ID014) Shades of Moss (ID015)

Avatar (ID006) Emerald Elegance (OD037)

Rainbow (OD002) Vertical Shades (OD007)

Versatile (OD020) Tropicana (OD023)



Resplendent (OD025)
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OUR INSPIRATION

Transitions (ID002)



Fancy Parade (OD052 )
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Oriental Scents (OD036)Radiance (OD035)

Midnight Magic (OD032) Fascination (OD038)

Summer Bloom (OD040)

Yellow Meadows (OD045)

Brilliance (OD044)
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OUR INSPIRATION

Rainforest (OD017)

Vibrant Tropics (OD031)
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Random Boxes (OD012 )

Summer Breeze (OD016) Lush Tropical (OD004)

Spring Blossoms (OD024) Refreshing Oasis (OD026)

Mystical Forest (OD041)

Wild Beauty (OD042) Twin Creepers (OD046)
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OUR INSPIRATION

Morning Dew (OD047)

Lemonade (OD048)
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Blooming Lustre (OD050)Forest Breeze (OD049)

Misty (OD054 )

Sunshine (OD051) Creepers Galore (OD053)

Charming Biltz (OD055)

Amazon (ID001) Autumn Romance (ID003)



With dead live green wall in 2013

After GreenTurf installation in 2013

After second GreenTurf installation in 2018



“The live green wall died on us 3 times”.

Behind that statement was a host of frustration that the 
estate management team has undergone in order to upkeep 

a live green wall to let residents unwind after a long day.

Costs and effort to maintain and replace the live green 
wall ran sky high, but the responsible estate still wanted 
a vertical garden by the pool side because they knew the 

benefits that the greenery brought to the residents.

The estate sought our help to replace the dead brown 
plants with an artificial vertical garden first in 2013 and then 

in refreshing the artificial vertical garden again in 2018.

Our vertical gardens have become their go-to resource 
when estate managers want to revamp their outdoor 

landscaping effectively.
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Artificial Vertical Garden panels used to liven 
up a condominium clubhouse.

Artificial vertical garden panels at a Singapore condomimium.
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Artificial vertical garden panels making 
waves in this building lobby.





10 metre tall airwell at Singapore Institute of Architects.
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Robinsons Shopping Mall in Cebu, Philippines creating
a different shopping experience with GreenTurf.
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Award-winning condominium in Singapore
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The basement car park is the last place you’ll expect to find 
greenery, but it’s really the place that needs it most. Instead 
of being a dreary place that we all need to use because we 
have to park the car, this car park is actually welcoming.
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Peace at Last
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A vertical garden that sounds happy? Why not?

In urban context, the sound of happiness is the sound 
of peace. Noise in our daily lives adds on to our stress 

without us knowing it.

By designing our Artificial Vertical Gardens to absorb 
noise, you’ll suddenly find yourself able to carry on a 
conversation without having to raise your voice. And that 

afternoon cup of tea becomes much more enjoyable.
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Noise busting vertical gardens are crucial in making 
this open door policy work in this office.





Artificial Vertical Garden

Meeting rooms are made even more conducive for discussions 
with these understated and elegant vertical greens.

Sound Absorption Panel

OUR SOLUTION
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GreenTurf Artificial Green Walls 
with Sound Absorption Panels
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Can you spot the artificial foliage?



Greening without Boundaries
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It started with a desire to provide you with outdoor flooring 
that is durable and requires virtually no maintenance.

GreenTurf Artificial Turf has since evolved to serve you 
even better. It is now fire-retardant, more UV stable and 
more resilient to high temperatures that are prevalent 

in high density urban areas.

They come in a wide variety of colours and textures and are 
tested to be slip-resistant for use in wet areas. GreenTurf 
artificial turf has also been accredited by Singapore Green 

Building Council to be efficient and sustainable.

Because when we pare it down to the essentials, all we 
want are products that make people’s lives better. And 

our artificial turf does just that.
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Exciting range of colours for unlimited creativity.





Singapore Management University grounds are accessible to the public 
and see lots of foot traffic. It is also used as a versatile event space.



OUR PRODUCTS
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ABSOLUT GRASS

HEAT-RESISTANT FIRE-SAFE STABILIZED

BG35-NF

BG35-NFHR (VIVID)

PG10-SF

BG35-NF (FRESH)

BG30-NF

BG30-NF (FRESH)

ZY35-NF

ZY35-NF(X)
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BLACK

GREY

HEAT-RESISTANT STABILIZEDFIRE-SAFE

LAVENDER

RED

ORANGE

LIME GREEN

PINK

DARK BLUEBLUE LAGOON

BROWN

WHITE



Stay Cool and Save
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By itself, artificial turf is now commonly used on 
roofs to provide high rise greenery and social spaces 
to building dwellers. That appeals to human beings’ 

affinity to nature, also known as Biophilia.

GreenTurf Cool Earth takes it one step further by 
adding cooling functions to artificial turf. By adding 
a proprietary mix of moisture absorbing materials 
to artificial turf, we are able to retain the moisture 
after rainfall for up to 48 hours, and use it to cool 
the environment through evaporative cooling. Using 
rainfall in tropical climates to help cool our living 

spaces, is passive design at its best.

With cooler environments, we rely less on air-conditioning 
and that helps save money! Artificial turf installation with 

Cool Earth can literally help you Stay Cool and Save!
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The students in this school are able to study in a cooler and more comfortable environment 
after we installed artificial turf with Cool Earth. This allows the students to concentrate better 

and helps the school reduce their energy consumption and electricity bills.





No mosquitoes

Lightweight.
Easily incorporated to
existing roofs without
reinforcing structures.

Cost effective solution
that allows for quick 

return on investment 
(ROI)

Reduces room of
temperature by up

to 2 C̊
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Your Secret Training Buddy
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G o l f e r s  a re  a l w a y s  s e e k i n g  t i p s  a n d  t r i c k s  to 
i m p ro v e  t h e i r  g a m e s .  A n d  n o t h i n g  f r u s t ra te s 
h i m  (o r  h e r)  m o re  t h a n  n o t  k n o w i n g  h o w  h i s  go l f 

b u d d y  i s  i m p ro v i n g  b y  l e a p s  a n d  b o u n d s .

By studying various aspects of  golf  tur f  c losely, 
we created the ProGolf  series to be your secret 

training buddy in your home.

ProGolf  sur faces play l ike the real  deal ,  so the 
ski l ls  and confidence you gain on ProGolf  can be 

brought to the real  game.

The next time you play with your golf buddies, they’ ll 
be asking you for pointers.
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With Pro Golf Series of turf, sand and some cool technology, we helped 
this customer create a professional and realistic golf training facility. 
Regardless of the weather, both professional and amateur golfers 

come here to hone their craft and improve their game.
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GreenTurf ProPutt system comprises of an artificial turf filled with our proprietary 
infill system to mimic true golf ball bounce and roll, with stimp speeds from 
9.0 – 14.0. The artificial turf fibres simulate the effects grain of the real 
putting green and lets golfers adjust and fine tune their strokes. ProPutt can 
be installed with slopes for you to practice reading of breaks and the tricky 
breaking putts. The short game is a precision game and is perfected with 
an astute feel of the club, ball and surface. ProPutt lets you master this feel 

in the comfort of your home at any time, in any weather.

GreenTurf ProPutt
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GreenTurf ProTee is designed to mimic the feedback of grass surfaces from impact 
with golf clubs. A realistic feedback with the right amount of “give” will not cause 

injuries to golfers and more importantly, remove the fear of taking a divot.

Pro Tee is designed for the power game and gives golfers the peace of mind and 
confidence to take that “divot” repeatedly and consistently with great results.

GreenTurf ProTee
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Reused   |   Recyclable
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How can our products serve the needs of our 
customers and help Mother nature at the same time?

This  burning question led us to create Gaia Turf ,  a 
ful ly  recyclable art i f ic ia l  tur f  system designed for 
home and commercial  landscaping.  Not only is  i t 
made from recycled plast ics,  i t  uses less resources 
to make and is  ful ly  recyclable,  result ing in a 

s ignif icantly lower carbon footprint .

Its revolutionary backing system allows it to be 
recycled without additional processing, ensuring 

responsible end-of-life management.
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We welcome all enquiries through our agents for different regions

Singapore
Advance Sports Technologies Pte Ltd

T : +65 6553 1540
E: enquiry@greenturf.asia

53 Ubi Ave 1, #05-16 Paya Ubi Industrial Park,
Singapore 408934

Absolut Outdoors Pte Ltd 
T: +65 6749 8087

E: enquiry@absolutoutdoors.com
81 Ubi Ave 4, #05-19 UB.One, 

Singapore 408830

Malaysia
Eurodeck Sdn Bhd.

CENTRIO, Unit A-3A-26 Blk A Lvl A,
1 Jalan Pantai Murni, Pantai Hill Park

59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +603 22419566

E: steve@eurodeck.com.my

India
Durafit Floors

T : +91 22 2386 6323
E: Puneet.bps@gmail.com

11/12 Lakshmi Mahal, Bomanji Petit Road,
Kemps Corner, Mumbai 400036

Phillipines
Yellowcube Systems Corporation

T : +632 477 5963
E: yellowcubesystem@gmail.com

17H Capital Towers E
Rodriguez, Quezon City, Philippines



A message from the GreenTurf Team
Thank you for picking up this catalogue.

We pored over every word and photo countless times
while creating this book you now hold in your hands. 

Our sincere hope is that through this book, you can see
and feel our desire to make products that truly improve 

 the well-being of human beings living in dense urban spaces.

We would love to connect and share more
with you to see how we can help serve your needs. 

You can reach us at enquiry@greenturf.asia 
and also on our social channels @greenturfasia.



www.greenturf.asia


